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by DARREN CROVITZ 
News editor 
versial events. 
After a tumultuous week of forums and 
campaigns, and a campus-wide blitz of plac-
ards and signs vying for your votes, the Stu-
dentGovemmentPresidential and Vice-Presi-
dential candidates turn their issues over to the 
students on UCF's main campus today. De-
layed for more than six months because of an 
administration-enforced SG suspension, the 
two-day election will forge a new leadership 
for the student voice at UCF, and represents a 
new beginning following last year's contro-
The race remains a three-ticket af-
fair coming into today's decision: Presiden-
tial hopefuls Mike Hess, Kevii:i Koenig, and 
Aaron Scavron are paired with running-mates 
Brooks Emerson, Dominic Fariello, and 
Stacey George, respectively. Each ticket pre· 
sen ts a unique vision for the future of student 
government leadership at UCF, and last 
Monday's public forum and Thursday's de-
bate, though unattended by many, allowed the 
candidates to elaborate upon their goals and 
objectives if elected. Even so, many students 
may be wifamiliar with those running for SG 
office, with little more to go on than campaign 
pamphlets and hearsay. 
Last Friday, the Central Florida Fu-
ture conducted a group interview with all of 
the candidates, in order to delve beneath the 
surface of campaign promises and to provide 
an accurate portrait of each ticket. 
•Mike Hess and Brooks Emerson: 
Hess and Emerson's campaign focuses imme-
diately on the ticket's vast experience in stu-
dent government affairs. Both are veteran 
members of student senates, and are very 
familiar with the intricacies-the "nuts and 
bolts"---0f SG management. Hess notes that 
as Interim Student Body President during the 
summer-of 1995, he is eminently qualified to 
serve as president. "There will be no grace 
period for the next administration," . he is 
quick to mention, referring to the summer 
semester _wherein the newly elected executive 
branch usually eases into control. "Wouldn't 
you rather have. someone who knows the 
position and its responsibilities, rather than 
see ELECTIONS, PAGE 4 
Committee releases 
suggestions for SG 
by DARREN CROVITZ 
News editor 
The Report of the Special 
Committee to Review Student Gov-
ernment was released late last week 
at the Clubs and Organizations' 
Leadership Retreat. Formed follow-
i ng the dissolution of student gov-
ernment last spring, the committee 
was designed not to assess blame in 
the affair, but to examine actions 
within SG and arrive at suggestions 
for improving the organization in 
the future .. 
Notable among the report's 
findings was evidence of question-
able senate motivations within SG. 
· Specifically, factions within the '95-
'96 senate seemed primarily con-
cerned with "amending and modi- . 
fying its statutes," and "una11ocating 
certain funds" set aside for the O.P-
eration of the nearly-complete Stu-
dent Union. 
The-Committee released four 
suggestions for future evaluation, 
as well as advice that the UCF ad-
ministration take "stronger action" 
when dealing with statutory viola-
tions, and holding those involved · 
personally responsible. 
Changes suggested by the 
Committee include raising the stu-
dent eligibility for SG invol~ement 
from 6 hours per semester to 9, and 
requiring SG members be degree-
seeking. The Committee suggested 
no changes in purchasing proce-
dures, but did note that Activity and 
Service fees should be.allocated on 
a percentage basis for clubs and 
organizations. Finally,_ the report 
suggested more instruction and edu-
cation of neophyte SG members. 
U CF Dive Club active in preserving marine habitats 
by JENNIFER LINDSTROM also open the opportunity for stu- be trained and certified by the 300 yards off the coast of Ft. Lau- versity provided land staging area 
Staff writer dents to buy inexpensive used div- Professional Association of Div- derdale. and docking areas for the Divers' 
Looking at the fish in the 
ocean is not the only thing tt.lat a 
UCF scuba diving club does. The 
UCF Dive Club gives students a 
chance to learn the skills in scuba 
diving, as well as take part in the 
research and creation of artificial 
reefs. 
ing gear, or even swap some of ing Instructors (P ADI) and/or the This artificial reef was boats and water crafts. Yamaha 
their equipment. Florida Oceanographic Society. named the Coffman Memorial of California, makers of 
"The UCF Dive Club On the third weekend of every Reef, in honor of Chris Coffman, Waveblaster and Waverunner, 
gives you a nice, easy way to get month those trained and certified . a graduate of UCF and former donated personal water crafts to 
experience in scuba diving and start to research on already estab- Vice President of the UCF Dive help deploy the reef. Reef Ball 
have a lot of fun," says current lished reefs off the coast oHv1artin Club. Coffman had taken a great Development, Inc. also supported 
President of UCF Dive Club, Dan County. part in the development of the the divers with materials. 
Fulmer. Some of the types of re- artificial reef research, but passed In response to rheir an-
In addition to dipping in search these UCF divers conduct away this year. chorage of the artificial reef off 
The UCF Dive Club is coastal waters for recreation, the include: oceanographic data cur- The Coffman Reef had Las Olas Blvd. in Ft. Lauderdale, 
one of the most active dive orga-
nizations around, and currently 
has 90 members. Their goaJ 'is to 
provide recreational scuba diving 
at a reduced price for any inter-
ested students. 
Each semester this orga-
nization coordinates dive trips 
around Florida including the Keys. 
Most of their dive trips are dis-
counted at least J 5 percent. They 
Dive Club participates in lake and rents, waves, temperature. reefsta- taken the UCF Dive Club mem- local Miami news stations as well 
beach cleanups for community ser- bility, settlement, collapse and sa- bers nearly four months to com- as Orlando's own Channel 2, took 
vice throughout the year. How- linity. They also map out control plete. They constructed the reef coverage of the event. 
ever, their biggest project is their points on the reefs and locate ob- materials in Cocoa Beach by pour- The UCF Dive Club con-
involvement in Florida Research jects, as well as study micro-or- ing concrete molds, and trucked tinues their research on artificial 
programs, in which they have ganisms._ them down to Ft. Lauderdale. reefs, and is planning to deploy 
helped to study and design artifi- Research is not the only With the support of the Depart- another one this coming October. 
cial reefs off the coast of Florida. way these UCF divers take part in mentofEnvironmental Protection, Of course our UCF "Scubanauts" 
Creating an official Ar- the study of artificial reefs. This these students successfully stabi- will continue to scuba dive and 
tificial ReefResearch Team, mem- past August the UCF Dive club lized their reef. enjoy the scenery from the depths 
bers of the Dive Club at UCF can deployed their own artificial reef Nova Southeastern Uni- below. 
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Presidential Candidate Profiles 
Campus Involvement 
* Interim Student Body President 
* President Pro-Tempore 
* 26th, 27th, and 28th Student 
Senates 
* Florida Student Association 
* Council of Student Body 
Presidents 
Campus Involvement 
* ~7th, 28th Student Senates 
* Vice Chair of Clubs and 
Organizations Committee 
* Operations Review Committee 
* Vice Chair of Elections and 
Appointments Committee 
* Vice Chair of Environmental 
Ad-Hoc Committee 
Campus Involvement 
* Member of the 27th, & 28th Student 
Senate 
* Chair of the Senate Audit Committee 
* Member of the Activity & Service Fee 
budget committee 
* Past President of Phi Alpha Delta Pre Law 
Fraternity 
* Member of the Health & Public Affairs 
Dean's Advisory Board 
Campus Involvement 
* Member of the 28th Student 
Senate 
* Army ROTC Cadet Sergeant 
* Student Alumni Association 
* Gamma Representative 
* Public Relations Officer of Alpha Tau 
Omega Fraternity 
Campus Involvement 
* Co-Chair Interim SG Committee 
* SG Asst. Chief Justice 
* Fraternity Vice-President 
* Florida Student Association Board of 
Directors 
* Omicron Delta Kappa (Leadership Honors) 
Campus Involvement 
· * Interim SG Committee 
* SG Justice 
* Sorority President 
* Florida Student Association Delegate 
* American Institute of 
Parlimentarians 
TOGETHER WE CAN! Hess and Emerson's· 
experience will reestablish leadership, providing a 
strong basis for UCF. WE CAN, as a student body 
rebuild Student Government. WE CAN improve the 
value of your dollars. WE CAN, amplify student 
voices. With YOUR help, Together We Will make 




* Triple the size of our 
Recreational Services workout 
facilities 
* Promote continuing education 
by providing testing seminars 
(for CLAST, LSAT, GMAT, 
etc.) 
* Create additional scholarships 
for students . 
* Lobby for credit card 
acceptance by the cashiers 
offii:;e in order to accelerate 
the registration process 
Restore Fiscal 
Responsiblility 
* We understand the 
importance of your dollars, 
therefore we are sincere 
when we say we promise 
to restore fiscal 
responsiblity in our Student 
Government. We will be 
providing in addition to the 
monthly report, an under-
standable, comprehensive, 
and usable financial 
statement for your review 
to establish accountablity. 
Amplify Stu-
dent Voice 
* Hold forums monthly to 
listen to your concerns 
and ideas and to inform 
you of important student 
events 
*· We plan to stay very 
active through ths: 
Florida Student -
Association for the 
Board of Regents to 
insure your needs are 
met 
* Lobby for sign language 
to be officially 
recognized as a foreign 
language requirement 
Our Goal is simple ... to fight for the rights of the students. 
We will not capitulate until the will of the students is 
heard. We can assure you that your concerns are ours as 




''' Lohhy for more need 
hast:d ~t:holarships 
'' Incrc:.ise the number of 
Student Government 
scholarships 
* Promote and defend 
student financial aid at the 
state and federal level 
Prevent the Board of 
Regents and the University 
Presidents from increasing 
tuition 
* Block the Board of 
Regents and University 
Presidents from creating 




''' Promote the 111i.:lu,1011 of 
Student Go\t:rnment 
information 111 all 
orientation pat:~ets 
* Insure fiscal responsibility 
within Student 
Government 




* Create and 
ditribute a Student 
Government Newsletter 
* Conduct Student 
Government open forums 
Student Services 
Kepair on-campu~ nlurte,1 
phones 
''' Enlarge the t:UJTent 1rn 
campus courtesy phnne 
program 
* Increase the number of . 
computers and software 
available to students 
* Expand the student fitne~s 
center 
* Encourage the creation of 
new clubs and organiza-
tions at Brevard, Daytona 
and South Orlando 
campuses 
* Sponsor bus rides to all 
football games 
We believe that UCF needs a balanced team that can bring 
spirit, enthusiasm and new ideas to Student Government. 
UCF is now at a time where forming tradition and support 
is a must. We believe through our goals and plans we are 
the balanced team that can tum UCF around. 
Black and Gold 
Pride 
* Advertising Campaigns for 
UCF Athletics and UCF 
events 
* Incentives for Spirit 
and Participation on Black 
and Gold Pride Day 
* Promote Projects that 
Increase Pride (ie the 
Flags) 
Increasing 
Interactive Student Your Degree 
Forum Value 
* A Bi-Weekly meeting for 
Students 
* Communication Link 
Between Students and 
Student Government 
* Open Forum for Student 
Concerns 
* Makes SG Officials Directly 
Accountable 
* Increasing Avenues for SO 
Involvement 
* Effectively Market the 
Accomplishments of 
UCF Students 
* Increase Pride in UCF 
as a Whole 
* Increase Awareness of 
UCF in the Community 
and Statewide 
























I thought this was the 
express lane 
An 18-yearold, male, UCF 
student was charged for retail theft 
on Sept. 3. The defendant at-
tempted to steal a Third Edition 
Algebra book from the UCFbook-
store. He was stopped by an of-
ficer as he was walking out of the 
bookstore. The book was recov-
ered and returned for circulation. 
TheAlgebrabookis worth$44.50. 
Student's wild ride ends 
with DUI arrest 
An 18-yearold,male, UCF 
student was charged and arrested 
with DUI on Sept. 7. An officer 
noticed the defendant driving 
around UCF at a high speed rate, 
taking a red light and swerving in 
his lane twice. The officer pulled 
over the defendant and conducted 
three field sobriety tests. The 
young man was placed under ar-
rest for DUI. The officer searched 
the defendant's car and found four 
empty beer cans, one full bottle of 
beer and one full can of beer. 
Repeat offender caught 
with suspended license 
A 36-year old male was ar-
rested and charged with driving 
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with a suspended license and resist-
ing arrest without violence on Sept. 
9. The defendant was pulled over 
by an officer for an inoperative li-
cense tag light. When the officer 
asked him his name, the man told 
the officer a false name over and 
over again. The man was driving 
without any driver's license. Fi-
nally, the defendant gave the officer 
his real name, and the officer dis-
covered that his driver's license had 
been suspended five times. 
Reported Stolen: 
•On Sept. 5, Denmarc Elisma 
discovered that his bicycle was sto-
len from the bicycle rack outside the 
cafeteria. The bicycle has an esti-
mated value of $150. 
•Someone stole a cellular 
phone that was on top of a l_Jook bag 
in the Business Administration 
building, room 112, on Sept. 5. The 
cellular phone is a black, 1996, 
Ericsson, modelDH-33C, and there 
is a belt clip on the back of the 
phone. The cellular phone has an 
estimated value of $125. 
•Kelly Ann Keefe's green, 10-
speed mountain bike was stolen 
from the bicycle rack outside the 
Visual Arts building on Sept. 7. 
Engraved on the bike was 9463KK. 
The estimated value of the bike is 
$100. 
~On S~pt. 9, Kelli Murray 
discovered that her bicycle was 
stolen from the bike rack outside 
Lake Claire Apartments. The bi-
cycle is a turquoise Roadmaster 
with an estimated value of $100. 
•It was discovered on Sept. 
9 that a white table was stolen 
from theEducation building, room 
346. The table has an estimated 
value of $250. 
•On Sept. 9, Jennifer Hill 
discovered that her bicycle was 
stolen from the bike rack outside 
Lake Claire Apartments. The bi-
cycle is a red Roadmaster, and it 
has a broken kick stand. The esti-
mated valueofthebicycleis $100. 
•If you have information 
regarding any of the above inci-
dents, please contact the UCFPD 
at 823-5555. 








All Systems Include: Motherboard, CPU, 
Heatsink, Fan, RAM, PCI Controller, Case 
High Speed Serial Ports, Power Supply, 
1.44 Floppy, Video Card & Keyboard 
AD VANT AGE COMPUTERS 
1121 Vrr · ·a Dr. Orlando ( 407) 898-8886 
_ Internet Access Special 
$12.95 Unlimited/mo. 
28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up access on the Internet 
E-mail Internet Relay Chat FTP 
Telnet Newsgroups World Wide Web 
SLIP/PPP 2 megs homepage space 
for information call 
On-line Con-x-tions of Florida 
( 407) 831-6503 
Experienced computer users - New User Modem dial-up: 
(407) 331-4537 
DUFFY'S :········ .... : 
SUBS ~FREE~ 
Universit Blvd. 
~ ~ DUFFY'S 
a: '\/SUBS 
c: 
~ 679-2448 0 
10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
(1 Mile West of U.C.F.) 
• • Philly : • • 
: Cheesesteak : 
: or Chicken : • • • • : Philly • • 
• when you buy the same item : 
• at equal or greater value and • 
: two large soft drinks • 
•••••••••••••• 







Kappa Delta Pledges # 1 
We Love You!!! 
If you have a nose for news let us be your 
Kleenex. Write rs wanted. Call and leave a 
message for Ryan or Darren at 823-8054 ex. 27 
?~rite.~ 'Z)efu._ (j~ fl~'P4-fu 
11~'8~ pm fJMMU, r11t1t 'i?eid 
&~ '8a.fu 7::aa(j~ (jatuefta, 7<~ 
7<044- '8~ eM4t;~ L~7<ofuu 
fl~'8~ La.<ut4~~ S~7<~ 
&~'8~ ~~~ 1/~1<~ 
?Nelida-~ rt~~~ rt~S~ 
7:.'tid4e~ ~~owdf, ealtie Sutid 
"J:.~7)~ 7::ef47::~ . 7::ef4S~ 
e~v~ 7::~7:.~ fl<Uet ?a.deft 
e~ veeo.uHD rllltlfL~ 7a..ia.7~ 
"l:.w "Du PaAUL~ 7)~7~ 
"l:.utddt. "Deu rite.~ ?Heuaitta, r/~11~ 
e~v~ ~?It~ 7<~11adA 
&UH. "Dwuuete P~?H~ "/)~ 'Uladtd 
p~ ?id« P~?H~ 7~'UI~ 
~'?~ p~m~ 11~ '3ewadd~i 
rt~'?~· 'Z)~ 'Pe-w. 7::am.'3~ 
Coming Thursday, "*;&81,#,,tember 26th, 1996 
- To t ... =e:llll:11 :1lllillllllmt .. ... na ••• 
A Chance for UCF Students 
to Meet With 
Over 120 E01ployers 
To Discuss Career and 
Einploylllent Opportunities 
THE BIGGEST EVER AT UCFI DON'T MISS ITI 




A list of employers is posted in the Career Resource Center AD124 
Call the 24-Hour CRC Hotline at 823-5851 for more information 
PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RECOMMENDED CAREER 
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Three tickets, three choices. 
ELECTIONS, from 1 · and senate involvement. 
someone who needs a training pe- Of their opponents, the 
riod ?" Koenig/Fariello ticket is unabashed 
Both Hess and Emerson and frank. Koenig believes the Hess 
view their experience in 'the Senate campaign to be one of unrealistic 
as invaluable qualifications for SG goals, centering on popular but 
leadership. "You need experience," unlikely objectives, such as reduc-
Hess states. "This is a $5 million ing parking rates for campus resi-
business. You just can't leap into it." dents. Furthermore, he character-
The proving ground of the legisla- izes Hess's interim presidency as 
tive branch also offers a wider scope "unsuccessful," and questions 
on all SG affairs, he maintains, in- "how far Mike is willing to go to 
valving direct decision-making in- fight for the students." 
valving student moneys and requir- Koenig views the 
ingthecultivationofleadershipquali- Scavron/George ticket as biased 
ties. and one-sided, lacking both expe-
Asked about the other can- rience and equal representation of 
didatesrunningforpresident,Hessis background concerns. "Both 
deferential yet honest. He acknowl- Aaron and Stacey only have expe-
edges that Kevin Koenig, whom he rience in the judiciary branch of 
knows well from Senate experience, SG," he notes. Koenig is also wary 
is similarly well-versed in the affairs of possible campaign violations 
of SG, but regards his opponent as brought against the ticket, and is 
somewhat uncompromising in his skeptical of the unreaJistic goals 
views. Hess questions Koenig's con- proposed by Scavron's team, in-
frontational stance with the UCF sisting that they present a "false 
administration, suggesting that sense of security" to the student 
Koenig lacks the "diplomatic tact" body. Fariello is less subtle: Aaron 
needed to perform effectively as andStacey'svisionisa"fruitopia," 
president, noting Koenig's pending he claims, "a vision blurred by the 
lawsuit against UCF President John clouds." 
Hittandwonderingoftheabilityofa •Aaron Scavron and 
Koenig administration to establish a Stacey George: "We are a team, 
professional relationship with the not a ticket," Aaron Scavron makes 
school. clear, "and it is as a team that we can 
Hess and Emerson are also getstudentgovernmentbackintouch 
skeptical of the Sc~tvron/ George with the students and create a new 
ticket. Emerson points out that nei- · image." ScavronandGeorgepresent 
ther ticket member has been elected a panoramic view of ''fresh, new" 
to a government office before. and ideas for SG. including unique plans 
suggests that Lhe duo's experience in for increasing student pride, inte-
the judiciary hranch of SG is rather grating UCF into the business com-
lop-sided when it comes to cam- munity, and re-structuring student 
paigning forpresidentand vice-presi- government for efficiency and rel-
dent. Finally, Hess questions the over- evance to al I students. Both team 
all vision of the Scavron/George members point out their different 
ticket, seeing the pair's plans as "illu- experience as leaders, including 
sions" without a realistic basis. Scavron's genesis and development 
Hess and Emerson are of his fraternity "from nothing" and 
quick to note their opponent's posi- George's role of catalyst in the re-
ti ve traits. "Everyone's hearts are in direction of her sorority. The two 
the right place," he mentions, "and candidates point to their judiciary 
we applaud them all. But we believe experience in student government, 
we are easily the best candidates in and note that involvement in the 
the field." · Interim SG Committee has exposed , 
•Kevin Koenig and themtoallfacetsoftheorganization: 
Dominic Fariello: the focus with "We have gained practical experi-
the Koenig/Fariello campaign is noth- ence on the Committee this summer, 
ing less than the full re-establish- and have studied and know the re-
ment of students' rights in SG at sponsibilities and leadership of the 
UCF. "I will stand up to the adminis- positions." 
tration," Koenig vows, "I will go all ''We are certainly a grass 
the way to Tallahassee, as I have in roots campaign," Scavron notices, 
the past, to ensure that students' rights "and we like to think of ourselves as 
are fully respected."Both candidates the only team to concentrate on the 
have senate experience, and are fa- positive aspects of student govern-
miliar with the workings of student ment. Our partnership rniirors the 
government. relationshipthatSGshouldhavewith 
Koenig, serving as Chairof the student body." The other tickets, · 
the Senate Audit Committee, h~ Scavron maintains, are concerned 
been particularly keen in his investi- with the negatives; the Scavron/ 
gations of possible misuse of student George administration would befor-
government funds by the UCF ad- ward-looking, intent on changing 
ministration, and has perhaps been student government for the better 
the most vocal critic of the SG shut- rather than concentrating on past 
down. "President Hitt's decision to problems. 
suspend student government was When asked to comment 
completely wrong," he maintains, on their opponents, both Scavron / 'J 
"and the student body needs some- and George were hesitant: ''I don't 
one who has the guts to face the want to say anything negative about 
administration and force Dr. Hitt and anyone," Scavron states. Still, both 
Dr. Tubbs [Dean of Student Affairs] members are convinced that their 
to follow the laws." He welcomes candidacy offers much that neither 
the role of "watchdog" for the stu- Hess' nor Koenig's can. "Theirexpe-
dent body, and is always alert to rience is different from ours." they 
wrongdoing or mismanagement of note, "but not necessarily in a better 
student money. way." 
Both Koenig and his run- ''I can do a better job" as 
ning-matehaveleadershipqualifica- president, says Scavron, than what 
tions, and Fariello is quick to point has been offered in the recent past. ''I 
out the realistic leadership-building think we offer the best choice in 
experiences of his ROTC training creative leadership ability." 
•:'•! ,11 r•,u1 GE .. Tllll 
1Gr001D DlR,AD1ES 1- 'A. DA 
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GREATRESUM 
"I'm still JUSt a sophomore, but when I 
graduate I'm going to have more than a 
degree. Thanks to UPS I'm going to have · 
a great looking resume. too. 
.. Fortune magazine rated UPS one 
of the ·most admired ' corporations 1n 
America . And I work there. I make 
almost $10,000 a year for working about 
4 hqurs a day. I'm even being con-
sidered for a promotion. Wouldn't that 
look great on my resume: 'Part· time 
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my choice of 
working mornings, afternoons, or 
nights. I chose to work in Operations. 
Some students are in Accounting , 
lndw_strial Engineering, l.S. and Cus· 
tamer Service. 
"It's tough to graduate at the head of 
the class. But if you want to graduate 
ahead in the job market , just have UPS 
at the top of your resume." 
Applicants are being cons idered 
for your local UPS office. for 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school 's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
eJl!ployer. · 
M/F/DN 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORKFOR US. 
. ' .. -. . ¥ ' I I I : II i I I " I ~ . U·-ps· o·E .. L-,.v ..E--R--s, E-o·,u·· c r·1·a--~.1· _. '..._~;., ~ , . -~. ·- , -_: __ . •..• :. i : ' _ : ~ _: ii ,/ ) J " ~ ~ ' ; ~).~ ! 









Total Expense Limit for the Senatorial Elections is set at $100.00. For 
the position of Senate at Large Seat the Limit is $150.00 
Election times will be 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. near 
the Health & Physics Building, the 
Business I Engineering Building, and the 
, Fine Arts Building. 
Call the Election Commission at 823-6344 or stop 
by SGA for more information. 
*, ......  
All holidays aren't 
·created equal 
by MELISSA C. ZAIDWIG 
Guest columnist 
Last week, Jews, all over the 
world celeb,tated Rosh Hashonoh and Yorn. 
Kippur, tWo of the most sacredJeWish holi~ 
d~ys. • 
Rosh Hashonoh is the Jewish 
NewYear and is_ honored oii the firsttwo 
days of the Jewish month, Tisht;i. The 
theme of thjsholidayis a complex'.one, and· 
that makesjt alm~timpossible to ~wlain 
with . su~b a minimµm of words~ Rosh' 
Hash.on~h is the "Jeivish N:ew v~:'·lmt 




- ~ .,d ): ~ 
: trnpress-yg.{J!r-:f~1rnily, . 
.,, rAnnoy yourtrien'.as,:and ... 
Bpffle yo~r ehern'ie§ .with: 
Pr'ete:rnt~iaa·s ·· 
r 'leGQl~~tar¥t ... 
', .e·{frre g i«>-·a·s, . ... . . .. . ,. 
r. ..,. .. •· .. • • . . , .. \ . • . ;,. ' ' . 
, (1h-GRE~-ju~s)___;·a.dj:··. ' : ·· ··· ... ' 
.i·.J ; .. Ffa9 .. r'antly.in¢prrect.or bad) · ·.• • . . . - ' . . -~ • • . :?. :: • 
;- ~ 
: :example: · . . ..... ·.. . . .. . .... 
:·in~~~~~,~~~if f :~ .. 
· 1l'''kihp\o,f Hke. .i~Jl~f} ~fl.fi>w, · ~i~e '; 
· .·;wf!ki fg~~gi~~~'<i~;- ~~ttJY'~~e:'. 
·:·:- -: !}::_: 
STAMPEDE 
They don't want to sound bossy or anything 
o You've seen the com-
mercials, but you've 
probably never read a 
column about them. 
Has anyone been paying atten-
tion to the long distance 'collect' com-
mercials as of late? I'm referring to the 
war of the telecom giants; 1-800-COL-
LECT [MCI's Pseudonym] and 1-800-
CALL-ATT [ATT's m_ore direct and 
less subtle Pseudonym]. Both corpora-
tions are always fighting head to head 
in the wa·r for your business - they 
always have been, they always will. But 
something is different . 
Something has changed. 
The propaganda machine has 
definitely taken a st!ange turn in the 
past few weeks. Most of the time the 
propaganda machine, as a whole, doeli 
not intend to annoy or otherwise harm 
·us. Their mission is to entertain us, to 
make us laugh hard. The company that 
can make us laugh the hardest wins, 
since later on in the day when we need 
to make a call we think of them first'. 
Maybe it's just me, but I've no-
ticed something peculiar with the lat-
est shake and bake of commercials. 
Now, it could be both compa-
nies, but I'm only going to use CALL-
. ATT's commercials as an example. Be-
. fore anyone gets the wrong idea - I 
am not a representative for ANY long 
distance carrier. I am only commenting 
on the commercials here, NOT the abil-
ity of the service. CALL~ATT's have 
l f f ,, 
been · the only commercials I've seen 
with this, that's why I'm using them. 
There, now that nobody will get sued 
or called a hypocrite... <whistle> 
1-800-CALL-ATT has recently 
· done a spin-off of their latest campaign. 
The campaign they were using until re-
cently focused on people doing beyond-
the-norm stunts (sky-diving, for in-
stance) and then calling c9llect to let a 
characterized relative know they're ok. 
The commercials, at least to me, and . 
I'm the only person I listen to o·n a 
regular basis, were pretty hysterically 
funny. They 'clicked', they 'worked'. 
They were entertaining. Probably for 
the above three reasons, this campaign 
seems to have reached an end. Maybe 
they pulled it before it got "too old." 
In any case, a new mutation of the cam-
paign is on the air .. .- [evil ~hord 
change] and something is not right. 
The new commercials essen-
tially are quick cut-ups of the former 
campaign's footage. You still see the fa-
miliar diver, skater, etc. calling their re-
spective mothers, fathers, etc .... but 
without the plot. Now you see people 
making collect telephone calls, with no 
entertainment value, while a rather 
commanding voice-over tells you to 
make collect calls. 
Yup, you read ·me right, these 
commercials are no longer staying pas-
sive, recommending you use their ser-
vice. Nope, these commercials tell you 
to use their product. If I can recall, the 
line goes something like" ... call some-
one collect. Now .... " 
Not very entertaining. Rather 
annoying. 
It's also quite a bit ironic (and 
yes, /I really do think/. See that? I can 
read your minds. Repeat after me, /I . 
am not brainwashed ... I am not brain-
washed ... I am not brainwashed .. ./) that 
the voice commanding you from high 
above in AT&T land sounds quite fa-
miliar to the voice that told you a few 
months ago "she wasn't· trying to be 
bossy or anything, but if you used 
AT&T you'd save some dough." 
I guess the passive motif didn't 
work for her? 
Something to muse about on 
this fine Tuesday morning . 
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Check out Monday Night Football at Kelsey's Pizzeria in the UC7 plaza. 








9 Meeting: abbr. 
13 "Waiting for the 
Robert __ 
14 Use a loom 
15 Piece of land 
9 10 11 12 
15 
18 
16 Part of a stoop 
17 Affluent ones 
18 Lamb, to readers 
19 Headache relief 
21 Reliable 
23 Part 
24 Necklace part 
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This week we visit 
Kelsey's Pizzeria located 
in the UC7 Plaza. 
. ;/ 
Looking for a place to check in and 
drink mass pitchers and eat sizzUng wings, 
or just looking to log in and ride the cyber 
menu? Well, Kelsey's Pizzeria has the 
best of both worlds. You can stop by on 
Monday's and watch Monday Night Foot-
ball with the three foot screen with $2.99 
pitchers of the premium domestics and $.25 
cent hot wings. The atmosphere is relaxing 
and not smoky like the typical bar. 
The rest of the week you can eat 
healthy from the "Low fat, low sodium" 
menu. This .includes dishes such as the 
Health Conscious Salad, the Health Con-
scious Grinder, Pasta Primavera with 
chicken and the Grilled Chicken Platter. 
Al1 these will fill you up for a decent price 
and not make you feel guilty after the fact. 
If you lik~ pizza and go to UCF, then 
go no further. The deal of the day is al 
, Kelsey's with a pie only costing $5 bucks 
with a UCF I.D. Although, you can't order 
out with this deal, you can do the take out 
25 Move like the world 
28 Lab 
32 Upper crust 
33 Declaim 
34 Exist 
35 To shelter 
36 Antiquing materials 
37 Trick 
38 Paving stuff 
39 Valleys 
40 More secure 
41 Pacifies 
43 Soggy ground 
44 Holy women: 
abbr. 
45 Distort 
46 Not as clear 
49 CA city 
53 Winglike 
54 Actor Jeremy 
56 Short news note 
57 Lacquered 
metal ware 
58 " __ Grows in 
Brooklyn" 
59 Cozy spot 
60 Wise one 
61 Require 
62 Hardly heroine 
DOWN 
I Disorder 
2 Old man: Ger. 
3 Tennis rank 
4 Diverge 
5 Toss 
6 Roof overhang 
7 St. 
8 Pie and cake 
9 Races 
I 0 Actress Raines 
11 Spoke 
12 Remain 
or just eat in and watch Melrose Place or 
something. The menu isn't just the typical 
Italian look. You can get some fat grinders 
with Veal Pamigiana, Chicken 
Parmigiana, Steak, Vegetarian, Turkey, 
Combination and Homemade meatballs . 
The ltalian stuff is the mainstay, 
though. You can g~t the Ziti with Chicken -
and Broccoli, Fettucini Alfredo, Fettucini 
Carbonaro, Manicotti and Tortellini a la 
Josephina all under $10 a plate . 
The appetizers are like Beck would 
say "Where its at." You got the Fried 
Mozzarella, Wings, Italian Chicken Fin-
gers, Pizza Poppers and Spinach & 
Cheese Sticks. 
;\nd if you want to log in and check 
out the web site "for the menu and other 
information then Ing onto one of the only 
sites for cyher-slices at. . . 
(www.bestpizza.c.ome). Checkout the next 
page for more information on the site. 
For more· information on the menu 
via the phone call ( 407)282-0505. The 
restaraunt is l.ocated at 12269 University 
Boulevard inside the UC7 Movie Theatre 
plaza. 
For a review of your menu 
please call 823-8054, ext. '28 and tell 
Pistol Pete to come in and eat. 
14 As long as 
20Carry 
22 Accept 
24 Wild pigs 
25 Ranch rope 
26 Earthenware pots 
27 Rows 
28 Small birds 
29 Israeli port 
30 Shield bands 
31 Equals 
33 Pointed arches 









48 Strong wind 
49 Irritated 
50 Suits to_ 
51 Loch _monster 
52 Sums: abbr. 
55 Mapabbr. 
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by MICHAEL SCAMEHORN 
Staff writer 
Welcome to the first week of the Internet 
Column. I hope to provide some interesting and 
helpful tips a_nd adventures for you through the 
Internet. Let me start by saying that I have been 
surfing the web for quite a while, and on most every 
page I find something interesting to look at. Let ~e 
also add my suggestions for surfing the web. Win-
dows 95 and Microsoft Explorer (3.0) are the first 
two features I would highly recommend. Then, along 
with those programs, I recommend that you have a 
handy, and nice FTP (file transfer protocol) program. 
Okay, now that the basics are out of the way, let me 
discuss with you a couple of things I hope to accom-
plish through this column. . 
Firstly, I will have at least one featured web site 
of the week. If all goes smoothly, a sma11 snap shot, and a 
brief explanation of the page will appear. Also a useful, 
original rating will be included. . 
Secondly, I hope to have a top ten list of sites I 
would recommend you see that week. If you do look at 
them cool, if not, that's your prerogative. 
Lastly, I hope to supply you with any interesting 
news about the web that week, and news about updates in 
Internet programs. Well, let me begin. 
This week I, along with a few CFF staff, decided 
to feature the Kelsey's Restaurant homepage (http:// 
www.bestpizza.com/). I found the page well managed 
with several links to· interesting comments and informa-
tion about Kelsey's. This homepage even offered coupons 
for visits to Kelsey's in the future. 
While this page did not include any CGI scripts or 
java, it did an extraordinary job with its map and guest 
book. I even looked in the source code to see how it was 
done. For originality, Kelsey's homepage receives, on a 
scale of one to 
ten, an eight. For usefulness in the web world, I'd say 
it depends on the person, but 1'11 give it a nine. 
Please send your questions, comments, 
and reaction to this column to cffuture@gdi.net. 
Thankyo·u. 
Top 10 sites louMtt· 
1. http://www.windows95.com/ 
must for windows 95 users. A lot of great utilities, 
programs, shareware, and of . 
course .. Advertisements. Featured recently m the U. 
Magazine. 
2. http://mtv.com/ 
Any of you music lovers out the that watch MTV con 
stantly should check out this page. MTV 
News, cartoon links, Choose or lose site, and many 
other links I haven't gotten to yet. 
3. http://www.switchboard.com/ 
Find missing people, family members, lost friends, or 
search for yourself. A great 
database filled with people all over the world. 
4. http://www.3drealms.com/ 
For any of you searching for Duke Nukem 3D, (A high 
tech adventure game) here's the 
site for you; 
5. http://www.jumbo.com/ 
The site claimed to have the most shareware on the 
Internet. 'nuff said. 
6. http:// 
~~~~.......-~~~~~~~~~~~_:;_~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~www.nricrosoftcom/ 
\tlSIT CLUB CYBERBLUE@ www.cybrblu.ibm.com 
ON CAMPUS September 26, 1996 
SPIN DocTOR 
s She came bounding into one of our on-campus 
information sessions about 
a year ago, an engineering 
undergrad carrying a bag 
of dismantled hard drives. 
"Look," she said, and pointed out a subtle 
inefficiency in the servo mechanism, which to that day .. 
only our top engineers h_ad recognized. 
Then she gave us a half hour lecture .on how to fix it, 
and we told her about state-of-the-art labs; she launched 
into a monologue about data storage a~d what we should be 
doing about it, so we told her what we are doing about it. 
She said there's a lot of work to 
be done, and we invited her to join us, 
and do it. And since then, she's taken 
TAK• US 
storage technology to the Nth degree. 
Helped revolutionize how portable hard drives work. 
Which brings us back to campus. 
This semester we're scouting the country again, 
looking for more spirited people and ideas. 
We're pushing this company to the Nth degree. 
And you can take us there. 
----- - ---- -- - ---- - ----=='= ~ =® 
Obviously Microsoft's 
homepage and including the 




The weather channel's 
homepage. Up to date satellite 




A ~ew site I have visited with 
excellent CGI scripts for free. 
A must look at site for all 




Need a program to get all your 
news, stock quotes, weather, 
horoscope, sports, and more. 
Look no further, a program that 
reads its data off the net once a 
day and it's free. 
10. http://gdi.com/cfT/ 
cff.html/ • 
no liitwould be complete 
without a plug for our Central 




ing future with 
opportunities for 
professional growth. 
Serve your country 
while you serve 
your career with: 
• great pay and ben-
efits 
• normal working 
hours 
• complete medical 
and dental care 
• 30 days vacation 
with pay per year 
Find out how to 
qualify for today"s 
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AUDIO 1-s I e-.At' ••••••••••••••••• 
by JESSE CERVANTES 
Staff writer 
ELECTRIFY youR (]4REER 
Based in sunny St. Petersburg, we operate a state-of-the-art IT department 
that employs over 300 highly talented individuals. We operate a system-
wide private high speed SO NET network backbone connecting over 4,000 
PC Workstations with Mainframe and UNIX servers over TCP /IP. We 
· pface a focus on client/ server systems including development of the 
world's premiere utility Customer Service System. 
See our demo on September 26, 1996 at UCF's Fall '96 Career EXPO and 
register for a gift certificate to a local restaurant. 
Who Let All the Monkeys Out? Openings for students majoring in CIS, MIS, CEE, ME, EE, CEN, and IE. 
Pee Shy 
(Polygram) ••••• 
••••••• Fl .d :-.·. ··•-. or1 a 
This CD is very cool. I liked it immediately. Pee 
1-800-889-J 0 BS :••9 ••: Power ••••••• Shy is a four piece unit (three girls and a guy) that EOE/M/F /D /V •.: ••• ~.• CORPORATION 
implements guitar, accordion, keys, bass, and drums. If 
youmixedalittleJulianaHatfield ,------------
with some Belly, you might have 
••••• http:/ /wunv.fpc.com 
something like Pee Shy. The 
songs are mostly lighthearted and 
fun. With song titles like Jason, I 
thought I saw a UFO, about a girl 
who sees a UFO and her boy-
friend doesn't believe her, then 
she gets pregnant by the space 
monsters, and Little dudes, about 
a 26 year old woman that is ob-
sessed with 16 year old boys, it is 
easy to see that they are just 
writting for fun. Almost all the 
songs are good to listen to and the 
two female lead singers have great 
voices and do some nice harmo-





















P R I N CI PL ES of S 0 UN D RE TI REM ENT I NV EST I NG 
EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU 
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL 
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON? 
T oday there seems to be an investment expert or financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But 
just how qualified are all these experts? 
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid 
planning. From investments and services designed and 
managed with your needs and retirement security 
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services 
TIAA-CREF ha.S been providing for more than 75 years. 
WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD 
A REWARDING RETIREMENT . 
Our counselors are trained retirement professionals 
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're 
treated as the unique person you are, with special needs 
and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an 
understanding, comfortable relationship. 
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and 
flexibility in building your retirement nest-egg - from 
TIAA' s guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment 
opportunities of CREF's seven variable annuity accounts. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it. su 
And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges are 
among thb lowest in the insurance and mutual fund 
industries. 0 That means more of your money is where it 
should be - working for you. 
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension . 
system in the world, based on assets under management 
- managing more than $150 billion in assets for more 
than one and a half million people throughout the nation. 
TIAA-CREF: 
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE. 
It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a 
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the 
education and research community, your best choice is 
simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping 
_ you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to 
more than spare change. 
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can 
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment 
Hotline at 1 800 842-2888. 
0 Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, 1995,· Lipper Analytical Servicu, Inc., Lipper-Directors' Analytical Data, 1995 ({}µarterly). 
CREF cerli/icatu are JiJ!rihutt:J by TJAA-CREF lnJiviJual d fnJ!itulwnal SeNicu. 
-,., 
Classifieds 
BREAK IS OVER 
/~-~I::-~--
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Greek Corner 
A'E.t:,. Sisters: Hope you all 
had fun at retreat! Congrats to all 
the new members! TFJ 
Club Info 
UCF Butokan Club 
Art, Sport, Self Defense! 
Co-Ed beginners classes now 
forming, 8-10 T, Th in Ed Bldg, 
:rv:tPR room. NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY! Call Mark@ 
282-5578 for more info. 
Join us for victory in '96! UCF 
College Democrats Meetings 
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center, 
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167 
Carmen: 823-0526 
UCF demos @ aol.com 
UCF Newman Club 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm 
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438 
Beautiful pagent gown and shoes 
both size 8. $1,000 obo 
Call Barbara 823-7273 
Autos 
'93 Nissan 240 SX 5spd Excellent 
condition 40,300 miles, original 
owner $12,000 366-6592 after 5. 
'88 Isuzu Imark, 5spd, 102K mi 
red, runs good 1,800.00 o.b.o. 
699-0883 Leave message 
, .. 
. Help Wanted 
Retail sales: Join the Structure 
Team - We are opening 2 new 
stores & are hiring for both loc. 
FL Mall & W. Oaks Mall, pick 
up apps. @ Fashion Square 
Structure - Generous disc, 
flexible hours. 
Black belt self-defense instructor 
needed for after school pgms. in 
UCF area 1-800-694-3919 
Cheer instructor needed for after 
school pgms. in UCF area 
d . al 1-800-694-3919 UCF Gay, Lesbian, an B1sexu 1---------------1 
Student Union meets Tuesdays. Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days 
9 pm in Social Work Trailer from $30 guaranteed: 
Roommates 
Roommates ,F, mature 
2 rooms in 3br home I 0 min from 
UCF. $230 250 & I /3 util. Sandra 
365-6625 
For Rent 
Room to rent, house $350 includes 
util., washer, dryer, pool, & tennis. 
Quiet responsible person. Call 366-
9391, w(823-0214) 
Call: 380-2549 
$1750 weekly possible mailing 
our circulars. For info call 301-
306-1207 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. 
Send SASE to Box 624, Olathe, 
KS 66051 
Wanted, female non smoker to 
care for girls ages 8: 11 
Responsiblities include picking 
up children· & homework. 20 hrs/ 
week 2:30pm-6:30 pm - usually. 
Salary $110 a week or 5.50/hr. 
Call 679-1637 
Noisy Neighbors? Try the tranquil EARN $500 or more weekly 
WORD MASTERS 
STUDENT PAPER SPECIAL-
ISTS SINCE 1986, NEAR 
CAMPUS 277-9600 
NOW HIRING $20+ HR PT! 
Students needed in this area to stuff our 
marketing company's circulars. For free 
details and application, send self-
address stamped envelope to: 
Generations Marketing Inc. 
P.O. Box 13486Atlanta GA30324 
• t~l~li\\I~. 
: PREVENTION REPORTS = 
•< r• 1, S1;11~! - l.S/\.S.1£ to: = 
· t,=::,:i p & M • 3BSO Mr:rr.l'r St . -





Earn up to $150.00 per month 
donating plasma 
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS 
1122 W. Church St., Orlando 
SPEC!tAl STUDENT PRtC!E 
--
.<-i-~1e"'"'e · . 
v ~'1\C ... t 
~ se \',Ne~.., 
 oe'' 
·· '" ·· .: : . ~rthopedic - Full each piece --$59 
Queen each piece $69 
· Futon with mattress (complete)--$198 
~. ,.>- . , ~ , V~ o!; HW. E~, D~ EiM, ~ E~F~ ;. ' . 
···' 
Student Legal Services 
Problems With: 
•Landlords environment of a condo home in stuffing envelopes at home. Send 
Hunter's Reserve. Only a mile from SASE to: Country Living I ~ == 
campus. 2 bedroom/2 bath homes Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box 4. -
with as little as $50 down. Call 1779, Denham Springs, LA ·. ~~ 
developer's rep at 977-9007 for 70727 r': 




1-------------; Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 , ~ BECOME 
Furnished Room For Rent per week assembling products at AN AIR FORCE 
Need: 
•A Will 
Prefer Females only! home. No experience. INFO OFF1CER. 
•A Name Change Large Horse Farm $300/mo. 1-504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307 Put your college 
• Uncontested Dissolution 365-9815 degree to work in 
the Air Force 
Oificer Training 
School and receive: 
boxcar Mens size 8. 
Brand new.Never used $160 
Call 381-9252 
Oak Entertainment Center 
$150 
Four Draw~r Desk 
$30 
Call 678-1181 
Advertising sales - Excitin·g new 
concept, no competition, earn a 
min. of 30K, adv. sales exp. 
required. Call 656-6440 or Fax 
resume to 656-7985 
Attention all students!!! Grants & 
Scholarships Available From 
Sponsors! No Repayments, Ever!!! 
$$$ Cash For College $$$ For 
Info: 1-800-243-2435 
•great starting pay 
• medical and den-
tal care 
• 30 days vacation 
with pay per year 
• management 
opportunities 





UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representative in certain 
legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the student center room 22 7 
Monday-Friday Sam-Spm 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
.-----------------------------------------------------. 
Cl ifi d Ad er.tl.Sl•ng "E70_......., Pleasecheckoneofrhefollowing_· assi ze V .I.."'~ I II._ _ForRenr _Wanted _Car Pool _Greek Corner _Personals 
_For Sale _Servil'~'.< _Auto.i; _Club bifo _Lost &: Found 
_Singles Tutors _Roornnu:ztes _Help Wanted _Other 
Cash _Check Amount$.:---:---:-----:-:=--=-------------
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs. 
during lhe Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) -=--=~-------­
RATES:$ I per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. 
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAY-
MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Cen1ral Florida Future. 
I 1875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds. or fax form and 
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices, 
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn. 
For more info. call (407) 823-8054. 






















- BSU Lockliear 23 yd field goal {}-3 
- UCF Pierce 48/yd field goal 3-3 
- BSU Campbell 60 yd pass from Baldwin. (Lockliear kick) 1{}-3 
-BSU Davis 25 yd pass from Baldwin. (PAT failed) 16-3 
-UCF Cleveland 15 yd pass from Culpepper. (Pierce kick) 16-10 
-BSU Laws 81 yd punt return. (Baldwin run) 
- BSU Bivins 8 yd run. (Lockliear kick) 
$5~00 Lg Cheese Pizza 
w/ valid student ID 
DINE IN ONLY 
Come Watch on our BIG ·screen TV 
ts1arwings 
s,:•~;'Pitchers of Beer 
throughout the game. 
Monday-Friday 11-5 
AU Day' and Night Saturday 
Looking for a · great byte? 
www.beslpizza.com · 
Located across from UCF 
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Choose The Health Care Partner 
Who Gives-You 
What You Really Want. 
· If you want to choose a doctor that you already know. 
· If you want the convenience of doctors and hospitals that are nearby. 
If you want a health care plan that's known for quality. 
If you want the dependability that comes from a name you know and trust. 
If you want the card that's always recognized. 
If you want it all in a health care plan that's surprisingly affordable. 
Then you really want Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's Health Options~-
If your employer gives you a choice, ask for what you really want. And put 
the Blues® behind you. 










Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc. and Health Option,. Inc. ~re Independent Licensees of the Blue Cro" and Blue Shield Association. 
®Registered marks of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. ® Registered mark of Blue Cms~ and Blue Shield of Florida. Inc. 
Health Options. Inc. is the HMO subsidiary of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc . 
State Employees - Call About 
Health Options 1-800-544-6178. 
· N609CP3B 
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Golden Knights drop third straight at Ball State 
by TONY MEJIA 
Asst. sports editor 
quently left the game with a knee 
injury. 
The game's first points came 
as a direct result of Ball State's first 
MUNCIE, IN-An annoying big play. On 3rd and 2 from their 
drizzle turned into a heavy down- own 42 redshirt freshman Justin 
pour for the Golden Knights on Sat- Bivins broke through the Knights' 
urday afternoon. Oh yeah, and the front seven and gallop~d 51 yards to 
weather was bad too. the UCF seven yard line before be-
In a game marred by inclem- ing dragged down by linebacker 
ent weather and slippery field con- John Bryant. Luckily, that's where 
ditions. UCF was frustrated into a the drive ended as UCF stuffed Ball 
31-10 submission before 11,745 State in the red zone, forcing junior 
drenched fans at Ball State Stadium. Brent Lockliear to open the scoring 
From the opening kickoff it seemed with a 23 yard chip shot. Ball State's 
like everything that could go wrong lead didn't last. 
didgowrongfortheGoldenKnights. On the Knights next posses-
After forcing the Cardinals to punt sion a limping Daunte Culpepper 
on their first possession, UCF wit- took over, finding Dan Daniels and 
nessed the first of three consecutive Todd Cleveland to set up Charlie 
punts placed inside their own 10 Pierce's game tying 48 yard field 
yard line by AU-American Brad goal with 6:39 left before halftime. 
Maynard. The Knights dug them- "Afterwestoppedthemltold 
selvesoutofahe>leand were march- Mike (offensive coordinator 
ing towards midfield when fresh- Kruczek) that I wouldn't mind go-
man Eddie Mack fumbled after be- ing into the locker room tied at 3," 
ing nailed by hard-hitting Cardinal head coach Gene McDowell said. 
safety Cory Gilliard. Mack subse- _ "So,lthinkwegotconservativeand 
Photo/SPRINGER 
Quarterback Daunte Culpepper changes the play after reading the Ball State defense. 
three incomplete passes later, they 
had the ball back." 
The Cards wasted no time in 
making the Knights pay. On 3rd and 
15, quarterback Brent Baldwin took 
advantage of a busted coverage to 
find a wide open Brent Campbell, 
connecting on an unexpected 60 
yard touchdown. 
"That's one of those plays 
that rarely works. We ran a cris-
cross pattern, kind of a scissor route, 
and their safety bit on it and fol-
lowed Ed Abernathy. We just got a 
big time break1'' Ball State coach 
Bill Lynch said. 
It was then that the storm 
clouds really opened up to devour 
UCF. 
The Cardinals got the ball 
back with a minute and a half re-
maining after another unimagina-
tive Golden Knight drive, and they 
proceeded to try to bury the Knights. 
Baldwirt, who had thrown for just 
one touchdown in his first three 
contests, combined with fellow se-
nior Marcellus Davis on a gorgeous 
pass play that went for 25 yards and 
his second touchdown of the game. 
A botched snap prevented Ball.State 
from adding the extra point, mean-
ing they would go into the locker 
Photo/SPRINGER . room up 16-3. 
Ball State's LeAndre Moore rushed for f>6 yards on 16 UCF would strike first in the 
carries last Saturday. UCF safety Donnell Washington (37) thirdquarteras"CulpeppertoCleve-
steps up to keep Moore from getting outside. land" made it's mark once again. 
NHL pays a visit to 0-Town 
by KEITH CRAMER 
Staff writer 
The NHL made its return to 
Orlando after a two year absence 
with the Stanley Cup finalist, Florida 
Panthers, suffering a 3 - 1 loss to 
their cross-state rivals, the Tampa 
B~y Lightning, in a preseason match. 
The sparse but evenly divided 
crowd at theO-rena watched all-star 
goal tenders Darren Puppa of the 
Lightning and John Vanbiesbrouk 
of the Panthers dual off to a 2 - 1 
score &fore being replaced half-
way through the second period with 
their more impressive back ups, 
Tyler Moss and Kyle Weekes of the 
Panthers. Moss held Florida score-
less stopping 13 shots but equally 
impressive was Weekes who 
stopped 23 Qf 24 shots. 
The Lightning converted on 
their first two power plays with the 
help of new Lightning member Dino 
Ciccarelli. Ciccarelli,.the seventeen 
year veteran, and future Hall of 
Farner, came over to the Lightning 
in an off season trade, bringing with 
him his 500 plus career goals. 
"Dino's very smart with the 
puck" offers Lightning Captain, 
Brian Bradley. Bradley left the game 
late in the second with an injured 
wrist. 
Florida's lone goal came in 
the second. on a two on one, when 
Scott Niedermayer stuffed the puck 
past Puppa on a pass from 
Nemierovsky. The goal pulled 
Florida to within one, but Ciccarelli' s 
second power play goal, nine min-
utes later, kept Tampa in front and 
able to hold on behind Moss' im-
pressive goal tending. 
Hockey critics see a chance 
for Florida to try and defend the 
Eastern Conference title' but don't 
see Tampa Bay making a reappear-
ance into the play offs. But Bradley' 
looks to Florida as an example. 
"Our goal is just to make the 
playoffs. Florida made it last year 
but no one expected them to got to 
the Stanley Cup." 
While Bradley didn't seem 
bothered by the prediction, Light· 
ning GeneralManager,PhilEspisito 
had a different take on the predic-
tions, "Good.Good,youguys(sports 
writers) don't know what you're 
talking about. Good. Every F-ing 
year I hope they pick us last." 
Cleveland, who set a school record 
for most receptions in a single game 
with 15, made a beautiful leaping 
catch in the end zone to bring UCF 
to within a touchdown. Cleveland 
was one of the silver linings in the 
tough defeat. 
"It was a rough game. The 
field was muddy, and you know, it 
- was tough getting upfield," Cleve-
land said. "A couple of times I 
thought I had broken through. I was 
gone, but the field held me back. 
This has happened two weeks in a 
row. But; you got to work through 
it." 
With the Knights gaining 
momentum Ball State went on the 
offensive, hogging the ball for over 
eight minutes, converting on three 
third downs and a fourth down be-
fore finally settling for a 36 yard 
field goal attempt that was shanked 
by Lockliear. 
Just when the tide had turned 
and UCFlooked to be ready to over-
come the Cards lightning struck in 
the form of Keyon Laws. 
Laws grabbed Pierce's punt 
on his own 19 and got sprung, mo~ 
toring down the sidelines untouched 
for an 81 yard touchdown. Baldwin 
scurried in forthe two point conver-
·sion, leaving UCF down 24-10 with 
11 :21 left in the game. 
The Knights had no quit in 
them, but couldn't move the ball 
with Ball State's defense keying on 
the pass. Pierce was soon in again, 
but his punt was blocked, leaving 
the Cardinals with great field posi-
tion. The kno~kout punch was at 
hand. 
Adding insult to injury, it was 
Bivins who delivered it, burning the 
Knights again, scoring on a tremen--
dous effort in which he was knocked 
back about five yards, kept his bal-
ance, and stumbled into theendzone 
to put the final points on the board in 
a convincing 31-10 win. 
The good news is that the sun 
will shine again for the Golden 
Knights. The defense played well 
and would have shut down the Cards 
had it not been for a couple of big 
plays that took them right out of the 
game. Culpepper didn't do any fur-
ther damage to his ankle and played 
pretty well, throwing for 208 yards 
despite being victimized by his re-
ceivers dropping catches. Jason 
Thorpe looked solid in his stint ai 
the hylm, completing 6 of 8 passes. 
Finally, there was the perfor-
mance of Cleveland, who continues 
to shine in his return. After combin-
ing fifteen times for 158 yards, Ball 
State should be concerned when 
they travel to Orlando for a rematch 
on November 14, 1998. Culpepper 
and Cleveland will be senior 
standouts by then, which is a scary 
thought for all of Division I. 
Orlando hosted a fight and a hockey game broke out. 
.~ 
